Minutes for Cavendish PTA meeting 15.05.2014
Present: Nicola Tatton, Vanessa Watt, Rob King, Clare McCarron, Janet Marland, Dawn Lapping , Jen
Barnes
Apologies: Si Manning, Rosheen Hanley, Michelle Threfall
1. Treasurer’s Report
There is just over £3,000 in the bank
2. Gardening Club
A grant has been applied for £10,000 for Gardening Club but Caroline Blackburn has requested that
the PTA fund Leoni until we find out about the grant. All agreed it would not be feasible to fund
Leoni. However Leoni has also been offered a job so Janet Marland is going to chat with Leoni and
find out what is happening as there might also be someone else interested in her role.
3. Events
Summer Fair
Will take place on 27th June at 5.30 – 7. The fair will feature a sausage sizzle, bouncy castle, alcohol
will be provided. Dawn is in charge of alcohol and Clare will sort licence. Janet will ask Taylor Shaw to
get involved and meat will be provided by Frosts. Nicola to advise on the best option for vegetarians
and Nicola is also kindly lending her bar equipment and pitchers. Rob King is organising sports
events. Agreed that everyone needs to find volunteers for face painters and for people to do glitter
tattoos. Carla is to be asked to do beading for necklaces, headbands etc. We also need to find
volunteers to help set up in the afternoon.
Didsbury Festival
The lady who organises the procession is annoyed as Cavendish have not sent the form back yet and
Janet Marland will be making apologies for that. However, Cavendish staff are tied up with a Charity
event on the 7th June which would make it difficult to enter into the procession as they can’t
supervise. All agreed that we should get parents to volunteer and go ahead with the procession if we
are permitted to do so. The theme is music and dance. Volunteers are needed on that day to man
the Cavendish stall and do face painting.
4. Teachers Request Funds
RH has requested £450 to do the Crucial Crew for half a day for Year 6. It would involve setting up
emergency scenarios such as a fire in the bedroom, stranger danger and train tracks – Agreed
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MT has asked for £100 sponsorship of the Lapwing Lane Arcade Canopy which would mean we
would have Cavendish Primary School etched onto a panel - Agreed
JM has asked for £1000 in honour of the WW1 Centenary Recognition. The money would go towards
bookings to see War Horse in September for Years 5 and 6 as many parents can’t afford £20 tickets.
Suggestion was made and agreed that we use the Summer Fair as a fundraiser for that and it would
act as an incentive to teachers to raise it – Agreed
Cavendish PTA agreed to donate a total of £1,550 to the school to fund the above projects.
5. AOB
Next PTA Meeting: TBC
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